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Summary of Proposal:

1. Are the goals clear and achievable?

   Goals clear and achievable. To launch undergraduates into graduate study, identify academically gifted students for graduate study; decrease time to completion of MA.

2. Is the program academically sound?

   Courses are already being offered in either BA or MA program. Have experience offering BA/MA combined classes.

3. Are faculty resources available to offer this certificate without undercutting other key missions of the unit?

   Courses already offered. Program would reduce numbers of credits being offered for BA/MA students.

4. Is there overlap, either real or potential, with any other unit that could harm the program or be exploited to help the program?

   Not aware of any.

5. My recommendation, comments/concerns regarding this proposal...

   Reflects trends and recommendations for student progression in, and access to, master’s program completion.

   Noticed this was a revised proposal. Assume current proposal reflects recommendations from first submission.